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Abstract— Islanding occurs when a Distributed Generation 

(DG) source continues to energize an isolated section of a 

power system even after it is disconnected from the main 

power grid. This paper proposes an Islanding detection 

method for Grid Connected SVPWM three phase inverter. 

Whose DC voltage is taken from Photo Voltaic (PV) source 

with MPPT controlled Buck-Boost Converter. Solar Panel 

helps to sense both voltage and power ratings and uses MPPT 

Perturb and Observe method for voltage control and 

regulation by operating both power and current as variables. 

A Passive islanding detection using ROCOF method is used 

such that the oscillations in rate of change of frequency are 

measured at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) in the 

system. Simulation work is used to verify the outputs. The 

software used is MATLAB. 

Key words: Islanding, Solar Panel, Distributed Generator, 

Point of Common Coupling, Grid 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Distributed Generation (DG) is a small scale electricity 

generation source placed in a customer side of the meter or 

placed in direct manner in the distribution network. DG and 

load are connected close to each other, which consumes the 

power. There are some known types of DG systems such as 

PV power generation, Wind power generation, fuel cell 

power generation and micro turbine power generation. In this 

paper a Solar Grid tied PV inverter is used which convert dc 

into ac. PV source is commonly used because it’s noise free 

and clean source. It generally converts 30-40% of energy 

incident on it into electrical energy. When islanding occurs, 

the DG voltage in that isolated area will go out of phase with 

the rest of power system. So we have to detect the islanding. 

An effective detection method is used to disconnect the DG 

system from the network for its protection before the reclosed 

starts to operate following by the islanding operation [1] 

.Until now, three types of islanding detection methods have 

been developed. A passive method, Active method and 

Hybrid method .In this papers a passive detection method like 

ROCOF method is used. This method will measure the rate 

of change of frequency and once the frequency exceeds the 

predetermined setting, a trip signal will be initiated.[2]The 

general block diagram is shown in fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of the system 

The PV array consists of strings of series connected 

modules in parallel to produce rated power. Then it is 

connected to a DC-DC converter with switching duty cycle 

controlled by a MPPT controller.[3] It will extract the 

maximum power from the PV as irradiance and temperature 

vary. The MPPT controller is implemented using Perturb and 

Observe method.[4] The converter is connected to a three 

phase inverter to convert DC into AC and to synchronize with 

the grid[5]. The circuit breaker on the utility side is switched 

open in order to simulate the occurrence of islanding. 

II. PV MODELLING 

Solar cell is the building block of PV arrays basically a p-n 

semiconductor junction shown in fig.2 The V-I characteristic 

of a solar array is given by Eq. The model contains a current 

source one diode, internal shunt resistance and a series 

resistance which represents the resistance inside each cell. 

The net current is the difference between the photo current 

and the normal diode current. In order to model a 250W PV 

module a CS6P 250M manufactured by Canadian solar has 

been considered as standard module. 

 
Table 1: Key Specification of CS6P-250MPV Module under 

STC

 
Fig. 2: Equivalent model of PV cell 

The load current equation is as follows 

𝐼 = 𝑛𝑝𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝑛𝑠𝐼𝑟𝑠 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞𝑉

𝑘𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑠
) − 1] . . (1.1) 

Where,  

 I is the PV array output current  

 V is the PV array output voltage 

 ns is the number of cells connected in series 

〖  n〗_(p )is the number of modules connected in   parallel 

 q is the charge of an electron (=1.6 x 10-19 C) 

  k is the Boltzmann constant (=1.38 x 10-23 J/K) 

  T is the cell temperature in Kelvin 

The cell reverse saturation current varies with 

temperature according to the equation 
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𝐼𝑟𝑠 − 𝐼𝑟𝑟 [
𝑇

𝑇𝑟
] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑞𝐸𝐺
𝑘𝐴

[
1

𝑇𝑟
−
1

𝑇
]) . . (1.2) 

Where, 

T_(r )is the cell reference temperature  

I_(rs ) is the saturation current at  T_(r ). 

EG is the band gap energy of the semiconductor used 

The photon current depends on the solar radiation and the cell 

temperature according to the equation,   

𝐼𝑝ℎ = [𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑟 + 𝑘𝑖(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟)]
𝑆

100
. . (1.3) 

Where, 

I_scris the cell short circuit current at reference 

temperature and radiation 

ki is the short circuit current temperature coefficient 

 S is the solar radiation in m W/cm2 

This curve clearly shows that the solar cell output 

characteristics are non-linear and are influenced by solar 

irradiation, temperature and load condition [6, 7]. Each curve 

has a MPP, at which the solar array operates most efficiently 

 
Fig. 3: I-V curve of a solar cell for different irradiance and 

temperature 

 
Fig. 4: PV curve of the PV module for different irradiance 

level 

III. MPPT AND CONVERTER 

In order to extract the maximum power output, an automatic 

adjustment of the load of a photovoltaic system called 

maximum power point tracking (MPPT ).It is used to transfer 

maximum power from PV module to the load under all 

operating conditions In MPPT, an electronic circuitry is used 

to ensure that maximum amount of generated power is 

transferred to load. There are many MPPT techniques could 

be found in literatures: Perturb and Observe (P & O)[7] ; 

Incremental Conductance (IC); Fuzzy Logic; and Artificial 

Neural Network. The P&O method is widely used because of 

easy implementation and simplicity. The method perturbs the 

PV operation point by increasing or decreasing the PV 

voltage to find maximum power point. If the perturbation 

voltage produces an increase of the power, then the slope of 

perturbation voltage (duty cycle) is the same as the previous 

cycle. On the contrary, if the perturbation voltage produces a 

decrease of the power, then the slope of perturbation voltage 

(duty cycle) is the opposite from the previous cycle.[7].The  

figure 5 shows the appropriate MPPT technique  flow chart . 

 
Fig. 5: Flowchart of P&O algorithm 

In this paper a Buck Boost converter is used will 

provides an output voltage that may be less than or greater 

than the input voltage. The output of PV is connected to a 

Buck Boost converter.The common implementation of 

MPPT algorithm is by employing DC-DC converter between 

PV module and grid tie inverter and a MPPT controller to 

control the duty cycle of the converter. By varying the duty 

cycle of converter, the ratio of input and output voltage could 

be adjusted appropriately. Thus the input voltage of 

converter, i.e. output voltage of PV might be changed by 

changing the duty cycle.  

IV. SVPWM GRID TIED INVERTER 

The converter is connected to a three phase Space vector 

pulse width modulated inverter to convert DC into AC and to 

synchronize with the grid [5]. Space vector pulse width 

modulation (SVPWM) is a special switching sequence of the 

upper three switches of a three phase inverter. It has 

advantages like less harmonic distortion in the output 

voltages which are applied to the phases of an AC motor and 

to provide more efficient use of supply voltage compared 

with sinusoidal modulation technique. Among the eight 

possible switching states for which two of them are zero 

vectors and six of them are active switching states. The 

conventional zero vectors are eliminated in each sector in 

Space vector pulse width amplitude modulation technique 

thus Vref will be at its maximum amplitude. Thus SVPWM 

method is a combination of amplitude modulation and pulse 

width modulation such that each inverter leg is switched 

during one third of fundamental period. The modulation 

principle of SVPWM is shown in figure 6. 
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The voltage vectors only follow the sides of the 

hexagon. As zero vector are not utilized during each sector 

two switches and their complementary switches does not 

change its state and thus only one pair of switches need to do 

PWM switching. 

 
Fig. 6(a): Representation of inverter states 

The inverter switching pattern can be as shown in 

figure. Here S1, S3, S5 represents the upper switch of three 

phase inverter. Consider the case V1>V3>V5 as example. 

Here phase a voltage is larger and is turned on all the time 

denoted by ‘1’.Phase c is the smallest upper switch is set to 

be off all time denoted as ‘0’.So only phase b is doing PWM 

switching denoted by ‘#’ denoted in figure 3.Thus dc link 

voltage is directly generated from the output line to line 

voltage. So using this method only one phase leg of inverter 

is doing switching action. [6].In all these cases zero vectors 

is eliminated from each sector which adds the benefit to 

reduce switching losses 

 
Fig. 6(b): Switching pattern for SVPWAM method 

V. ISLANDING 

Islanding is the situation in which a distribution system 

becomes electrically isolated from the remainder of the power 

system, yet continues to be energized by DG connected to it. 

Several problems arise due to islanding so we have to detect 

islanding .In this paper, a rate of change of frequency 

detection (ROCOF) method is used. The  rate of change of 

frequency value varies from 0.1Hz/s − 1.2Hz/s and have a 

time delay from 0 to 700ms [7].There is  also an effort to use 

analytic formula to determine this setting by taking power 

unbalance, required time detection and system inertia into 

account when calculating it. For this simulation, the setting 

of ROCOF is 0.125Hz/s − 0.25Hz/s and 0.12s for its rate of 

change and time delay setting. Non-islanding events such as 

faults and capacitor switching can also cause transient spikes 

in the ROCOF waveform but usually they settle down within 

a short period of time. The difference between the ROCOF 

waveform for islanding and non-islanding events are 

illustrated in Figure 7 [2, 8]. 

 
Fig. 7(a): variations in ROCOF waveform 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulation results for Three Phase Grid Tied SVPWM 

Inverter with Islanding Protection has been simulated using 

MATLAB/SIMULINK .The PV array consist of strings of 

series connected modules in parallel to produce rated power. 

Then it is connected to a DC-DC converter with switching 

duty cycle controlled by a MPPT controller.[3] It will extract 

the maximum power from the PV as irradiance and 

temperature vary. The MPPT controller is implemented using 

Perturb and Observe method.[4] The converter is connected 

to a three phase inverter to convert DC into AC and to 

synchronize with the grid[5]. The circuit breaker on the utility 

side is switched open in order to simulate the occurrence of 

islanding. In this paper now no fault is given only a slight 

variation in voltage source is given at the utility grid. The 

time variation depends on its amplitude, frequency and phase 

angle. Here frequency variation is given, in order to know the 

type of frequency variation a step is given. The step reads 

from zero onwards, when it comes .5 seconds then the 

frequency will reach 50Hz.The following waveforms were 

obtained. The output of dc-dc converter is shown in fig.8 The 

angle, sector and switching pulses for the inverter are shown 

in figure.. The line voltage has nearly sinusoidal variation as 

shown in figure 13 and the output of Rate of change of 

frequency is shown in figure 12    when there is a variation in 

the voltage.  

The simulation parameters are Pin =1000W, 

L=1mH, C=2μF, Fs=50Hz. 
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Fig. 7(b): Simulation model of the whole system 

 
Fig. 8: output of dc-dc converter with (x axis: 0.01s/div, y 

axis: 50V/div) 

 
Fig. 9: Sector (n) of SVPWM 

 
Fig. 10: Angle (a) of SVPWM 

 
Fig. 11: Switching pulses for SVPWM method (x axis: 

0.1s/div yaxis:0.001V/div 

 
Fig. 12: Output of ROCOF 

 
Fig. 13: Line voltage for the inverter Vin = 100 V, Vdc avg 

= 300 V 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a passive islanding detection technique for 

SVPWM inverter based DG systems using the rate of change 

of frequency was presented. The PV module was constructed 

based on the datasheet of CS6P-250M module. The proposed 

technique monitors the time domain rate of change of the 

inverter output frequency and detects islanding when the 

ripple content exceeds a predefined threshold for a certain 
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amount of time. This technique was modelled and 

implemented on a grid-connected PV system representing a 

typical DG source. Simulation results are done and verified. 
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